
31
st
 January 1988 

Thornthwaite Mines 

 

Meet Leader: D Blundell 

 

18 Members and non-members assembled at grid ref NY223360 shortly after 

10:30am on a blustery but dry day. 

 

Those present were:-  

Dave Blundell, Dave Bowers, Warren Allison, Ian Tyler, Dave Banks*, Bill 

Vaudrey*, Clive Barrow, Steve Clark, Anton C-P-Thomas, Sheila C-P-Thomas (& 

Imogen), Paul Timewell, Eric Curzon, Chris Moore, Graham Hodgeson, Daniel 

Capre*, Jonathan Capper, Judith Aston and Paul Ellison* (*signifies non-member). 

Copy of information handout enclosed with this report. 

 

Ian Tyler led off a small group (of 4) to tackle the level at Ladstock West Vein, on the 

north side of Comb Beck.  The main party entered Rachel Wood Level, for the 

pedestrian stroll around the level with no volunteers forthcoming to try the climb up 

into the stopes above the level on the Francis Vein.  On exit the chicken wire mesh 

flap on the barricaded level entrance was secured.  The forestry road was regained and 

as no members expressed any interest in examining the old open stopes on the outcrop 

of the Rachel Wood Vein Approximately 250’ above on the clear-felled fell side, the 

party followed the forestry road round to the bridge over Comb Beck and headed east 

down the footpath on the north side of Comb Beck.  Ian Tyler had by this time 

arranged a number of forestry thinnings over the 6’ deep flooded sump immediately 

inside the portal of the level on the north side of the Beck, but only 2 or 3 members 

availed themselves of the opportunity to visit the forehead of this 25 yard long trial. 

 

After lunch, taken on the banks of the Comb Beck, the party crossed to the south bank 

to examine the old (pre-gunpowder?) workings situated just above beck level.  Entry 

is gained via an entrance cut/stope, to this narrow twisting level.  A shallow dry sump 

(12’ deep) is easily crossed by bridging, the total length of the level being 

approximately 50 yards long, although the far end is blocked by what appears to be 

fine material that has run from a (filled?) shaft in the wood above.   Approximately 

2/3 of the way along the level, an understoped area gives access into a sub-level 

beneath, (forestry thinnings span this void).  Ian Tyler had placed a number of bolts in 

the footwall (right hand) side of the level and a ladder and rope were lowered down.  

The pitch, 20’ long, gives into a very muddy sub-level, with a small dig revealing the 

head of a further 30’pitch, a couple of bolts were placed , but the descent was left for 

another day.  Ian Tyler and Warren Allison emerged from the level well plastered in 

mud at 4:30pm. 

 

In the meantime, an attempt to keep the troops amused whilst the rather limited action 

took place in the narrow level, the meet leader offered to lead any members ¾ mile 

upstream to view the impressive remains of the mine dam (30’ high) spanning the 

gorge of the Comb Beck.  This suggestion met with complete disdain, curled lips and 

sneers being the order of the day. 

 



Frustrated at the lack of visible progress and having exhausted the rather limited 

possibilities of the area, the members of the group began to drift away in twos and 

threes. 

 

Special mention must be made of Anton C-P-Thomas and Paul Timewell, who 

returned to assist with gear carrying, Ian Tyler and Warren Allison for getting 

plastered in mud, in an attempt to stimulate interest, unfortunately they (& I) failed 

completely. 

 

D J Blundell 1
st
 February 1988 

 

Footnotes:- 

 

1. I would suggest that there are insufficient mines available in the Thornthwaite 

area, to warrant the inclusion again of Thornthwaite on the meets list, other 

than on an evening meets basis (although the distance one has to travel 

mitigates against even this suggestion). 

 

2. There is a case for an enlarged description of the meet being included on the 

meets list.  Of those attending, only 2 took the trouble to telephone in advance 

to ascertain the extent of the workings assessable and yet there appeared to be 

a general expectation of a meet similar to, for example, Greenside, where the 

group enters the workings at 11am and exits at 6pm rather than that which 

exists at Thornthwaite, that is, small trials. 

 

D J Blundell 1/2/88 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 


